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MASTER

It is proposed that the deep inelastic electron and

neutrino scattering dat:a near x=0 provide a way of dis-

tinguishing between SU(3) and SU(4) as the fundamental

underlying hadron symmetry.
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I

A po88 ible bnplication of the new resonances discovered at SLAC and

BNL[1] is that the underlying fundamental hadron symmetry is not SU(3),

but SU (4), as had already been suggested by the neutral weak strangeness-

changing current suppression[2].

In this letter we would like to point out how deep inelastic neutrino

scattering and electroproduction data can be used as a probe of the funda-

mental hadron symmetry, if a t-channel point of view is taken[3].  In that

case,    the   transform4tion  propertieA   of the exchanged objects, Pomeron   (P)

and Reggeon (P'), and of the currents determine the ratio of the asymptotic

charged weak and electromagnetic structure functions.  Beyond the basic

scale. of the two structure functions, set by the CVC hypothesis,·their ratio

depends essentially on the hadron symmetry group which classifies the cur-

rents and governs the number of ways and the relati.ve strength with which

the currents couple to hadrons.

Given this point of view, we calculate below the ratio of the deep

inelastic neutrino scattering to the electroproduction structure functions,

in SU(3) and SU (4), and argue that accurate data near x=0, which will

shortly become available, should clearly distinguish between the two symmetry

schemes.

We assume Bjorken scaling of the structure functions for deep inelastic

electron and neutrino scattering[4] . We further assume that the structure

functions have the Regge asymptotic behavior in the scaling variable x =

2Q /2Mv in the Regge region (away from x= 1, the elastic limit).  With

nucleon as the target IN=*(p+n)] in terms of the dominant t-channel

exchanges we have

122vN(x) = FUN (x)  +  F N, (x) *«BPNIx)*BpN(x)  x2                                            (1)2P
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;

F;N (x)  z  F;  (x)  +   Fe . (x)  „ BePN (*) + Bey; (x)   x:&   ,                                              (2)

VN         eN
where Bp (x) and B  (x) are the residue functions corresponding to Pomeron (P)

vN eNexchange, and Bp,(x)   and   Bp, (x) those corresponding to Reggeon (P') exchange.

From the high energy behavior of the quark-nucleon scattering, it has

eN
been deduced that both B N(x) and B ,(x) should be proportional to

vN         vN(1-x)7[5,6],   The same dependence.on x is expected  for BE'  (x)'and B ,(x)

  under CVC and the assumption |V|= |A|.  It is this damping near x=1 which  '

1 requires, as we shall see, sniall x data to support our conclusions.
i

From (1) and (2) we get

VN
vN vN  .   BP'(x) / eN  .   eN   \

1'2 (x)-1'2P(x) - eN.  (1,2 (x)- *2P(x) .           (3)
B p,(X)

vN .vN eN eN
Since   F2   (x)  - F     (x)   and   F2   (x)  -  F     (v)   are each dominated   by the Reggeon   (P')

2P               2P

exchange   in the t-channel, accord ing   to   the two component hypothesis   of

duality[7],   each  must   be  made   up   solely  of   resonances   in   the   direct   channel.
vN eN

Thus it should be possible to obtain the ratio B , (x)/B , (x) by summing up
uN      uN eN eN

the resonance contributions to 172  (x) ·- F   (x) and F2 (x) - F  ' (x) in various
2P               2P

symmetry schemes.

Alternatively, we may go back to the t-channel exchange picture, and cal-

vN eNculate the ratio Bp, (x)/13 , (x) from the transformation properties of the

currents and the Reggeon (P').  In terms of the fundamental representation of

SU(4) [2], the electromagnetic current is given by

C      A-  0    1-  0    1    0'    2- ,  Cr  aJ  = SPYP-iny n-3-XY 1+5p Yp ,             (4)
em

where p, n, k are the fractionally charged quarks of the SH(3) subgroup and

p' the charmed quark. The quark-antiquark content of the P' .exchanged in
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the t.channel is
1P' * - (Fp + nn) .                  (5)
47

Designating the J  -P' - J vertex by (J  ,P',J  ) from (4) and (5) we haveem em em em

(Jem'P''Jem) = (44)2<Fp|P' |fip> + (*)Z<n riIP'Inn> =  Cl '           (6)

where Cl is an unknown reduced matrix element.  The weak charged current in

the SU(4) symmetry group is given by[2],

J = n Ya (1-YS)P + XY' (1-Ys )P' ,                              (7)

where we· make the approximation 0  = 0.   Designating the vector part of

Jw  by  Va,   the  Vw -P' -V w vertex is given  by

(Vw, P',Vw)   =   <p n I P'  I p n>   =   Cl.

Doubling this value to include the axial vector contribution, we have

VN
Bp,(x) =  (Jw,P''Jw         18
eN . (J   ,P',J   )  =5   ,                             

          (9)

B p, (X, em em

Since P' does not contain k and p' quarks, the same ratio also results in

the SU(3) symmetry scheme.   For the J -P-J vertex, from (4) we getem em

(3        'P, 3       ') = (5)2<FPIP|Fp> + (*)2<Tin PIEn>
erli           em

10+ (*)2<SAIP'rk> + (4)2<F'p|P|F'p> = T (2 ' (10)

where (2 is an unknown reduced matrix element.  Similarly, from (7), we
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obtain for the V -P-V  vertex (P- Flp' + Fp + En + I k)
W

(Vw,P,Vw)  =  <Fn'P'Fn> +  <F'AIPIF'A>  - 2C2. (11)

Doubling this value to include the axial vector contributions, we have

vN
FZp(x)

= (Jw'P'Jw)   = 18  in SU(4). (12)eN (J  ,P,J  )    5
F2P (X) em em

From (9) and (12) we find the Pomeron-dominated terms in (3) cancel, giving

vN. .   18  eN
F2 tx) = T F2 (x)   in SU(4). (13)

Dropping the p' contribution in (10) and (11), that is, reverting to an

SU(3) symmetry scheme, we find that the above cancelation does not take

place, leading to

vN      18 eN 3 eN
F2    (x)   =   3-   F2    (x)  - 5   F2 p (x)          in   SU (3). (14)

The relation (13) has been previously obtained in several ways, for example

by Close and Gilman[8] by summing the direct channel resonances in an SU(6)

[ SU (3) internal symmetry] scheme. Their results   are  not in conflict  with

ours; tlie direct channel   Sum   is   dual   to the Reggeon (P') exchange which,

as remarked after Eq. (9) yields the same ratio in SU(3) and SU(4).   It is

the Pomeron (P) contribution or "background" or "sea" which distinguishes

between the SU(3) or SU(4) schemes.

To  compare  (13)  and (14) witli  available  x 0 0  data we must  take  into

account the known sharp fall-ijff of the P contribution away from x= 0.   [At

E * 0, where the P' contribution vanishes, the effect is most Utriking,
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vN 18  eNF2    (0)   =  -5-  P.2    (0)   in   SU(4)   compared   to   F (0)   =  1   F N (0)    in SU(3).] Taking

the parton model estimate]5,6] that the P contribution falls off like (1-x)7,

the  SU (3) prediction  is

vN      18  eN      3      7 eN
F.2   (x)  m  3- F2   (x) -   5  (1-x)  F2 (0). (14')

eNThe analysis of Ref.6 indicates that Pj  (0) m 0.8/3, yielding

.vN  .   18  eN
F2    (x)   m -5-  F2    (x)  -  (0.16)(1-x) 7. (14")

18  eNIn Fig. (1) we show the neutrino data as compared with -5- F2  (x)  from

Ref. 9 (data points and solid curve) and the SU(3) prediction, Eq,(14"),

as the d4shed curve, The solid curve, the SU(4) prediction in our framework,

has been extended to x= 0 using the estimate of Ref.6.  It is clear that more

accurate low x data will clearly distinguish between the two schemes,

Figure 1

The extension of the present method to the deep inelastic neutrino

reaction arising from the neutral current is straightforward, leading to

the result previously obtained[10],

V+V
F2    (x)    1

v  + 11                         1 8                                                      w=-  (9 -18  sin20  + 20  sin 'ew)·
F2    (X)

This result is,.of course, based on an SU(4) underlying hadron symmetry.

We wish to thank J. F. Gunion and J. L. Rosner for helpful conversations.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Comparison of the SU (3) prediction (daphed curve) and the

SU(4) pred iction (solid curve)   with  the   CERN deep inelastic

neutrino scattering data.
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